
In our own, new century these two forms have attained wide
currency in the visual arts and are now relating, connecting and
interconnecting, generating a third realm of possibility that includes
them both. Robert Montgomery offers poetic love songs and, as an
artist, lights up our cities; Gianni Motti sends us subliminal
messages from the elsewhere that he inhabits; Jean-Michel Pancin
offers us equations that enable us to get closer to what we are; Yves
Klein and the Yes Men (with Packard Jennings) give us invented
newspapers to read; Frank Perrin reminds us that “Servants are best
friends” and that “Paradise is to rent”; Julien Serve draws his life
when he is not writing it, and Michaela Spiegel invites us in her
“speaking houses”.

By word of mouth, Sam Samore reminded us, when passing through
Rue Visconti, that there is no such thing as chance, only rendezvous.
After all, did he not feature in the very first exhibition at Analix Forever,
“Twenty Fragile Pieces,” in 1992? And hasn’t he already painted
messages on the glass surfaces of the CCC de Tours, just as he will in

Rue Visconti? Hasn’t he already worked with Frank Perrin and Barbara
Polla, on their 2010 homage to Alexander Mac Queen? Alexander hung himself To the
red thread of their lips As if they were processions Funereal and flamboyant. 

We are happy to serve you.

Words are everywhere, not least in art. They are the basis of
our humanity. They shape every aspect of our lives, from 

coffee mug to tombstone, from virtual communication to 
political screeds, from national constitutions to the local press,

from advertising to poetry, from post-modernism to 
post-capitalism, from the street to the bark of trees, 

from our T-shirts to our skin, from the journals we read to the
notebooks we hide: the visual exploration of language is infinite

and, like light in the darkness, words say to us, PLEASE, PAY
ATTENTION PLEASE (Conrad Bakker).

An exhibition about words – what, another one? Maybe, but
definitely not one too many, because artists come and go and write
and assemble but never really resemble each other. In 2007 Analix
asked Michele Robecchi, an art critic and founder of the group King

Tongue (punk, blues and psycho-rock) to organise an exhibition
about words, Crosswords, which featured a deaf artist (who insists

on being called just that, rather than “hearing-impaired”), Louise
Stern, who responded to the curator in kind by filming him talking,

trying to talk, struggling for words to explain something that we can sense is
extremely difficult to say, so difficult that the words are, in fact, inaudible — as is the

WOW screamed by Mike Kelley’s kids : “Promoting Orality”.

We are happy to serve you – yes, indeed we are, happy to welcome you and serve
you art at 22 Visconti, an independent experimental space in the heart of the Saint-
Germain-des-Prés quarter. Just next door, at no. 24, is where Racine died in 1699,

while opposite, at no. 21, is where Balzac set up the print works that would bankrupt
him and force him to become a prolific writer.

Last century witnessed the emergence of two main ways of using words in art: verbal
messages as a means of communication, à la Barbara Kruger or Jenny Holzer; and

words as a form of physical reality, as in Lawrence Weiner. Beyond the concept!
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